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ABSTRAtX 

The ratio of B nmson decay constants Fe /Fe* is shown to bc very close to unity if the 
chiil aytnmetry of the Lagraegian is broken 6nly by quark masses and the light quark flavor 
SU(3) is a good symmetry of the states. 

Tlte decay constants for the B mesons have been of interest doting this workshop for both 
cxpetimentd and theoretical mesons: FB determines the B --f T Y rate end there are recent results 
for the ratio Fs /F 
necessarily be quite c ose to unity if the chiml symmetry of the L&en&an is broken only by P 

from lattice calculations.’ The ratio FB /Fs can be shown to 

quark mass terms and SU(3) flavor symmetry among the light quarks is used. 

We ~s.wree the energy density is of the form H(x) = Ho(x) + H (x) when H,, is SU(6) x 
SU(6) symm_etric, H, contains the yak mass terms, which break SUr6) x SU(6). and transform 
like dte (6.6)+(6,6) representation. 

The B decay constants Ftt are defined covaiantly and therefore 

(O@“A~‘IB) = Mo*Fe (1) 

The divergences of the axial comnts .we given by the commutators of the axial changes with H,: 

#A,,@)(x) = -i(Q5’B’,Ht(x)] co 

These catt easily be calculated since H (x) is simply the quEk ma_ss terms which have definite 
traosfonoation propetties under chiral Sb(6) x SU(6); viz. (6.6)+(6.6). One readily finds 

M,,‘FB, = (m, + m,<Ol~,slB,) (3) 
and 

MB,%, =h +md(OlkdlB~) (4) 

Since 8,. B,,. end B, belong to en SU(3) triplet the matrix elements in Eqs. (3) and (4) arc 
expected to be ncarl 

d;. 
equal. We emphasize that the operators we SU(3) triplets b 

K 
definition, so 

this appmxitwion pends only on the absence of eny mixing of other states in t e vacuum end 
B meson states, which is expected to be negligible since thete are no nearby states that can mix. 

With this approximation Eqs. (3) and (4) give the ratio 

FB,/F,,=(Mtt, /MB.)*(m,+m,)/(mb+md) (5) 
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For the mesons we take the velues3 Me, = 5279 MeV I’ and4 M,, = 5383 MeVlc’ and for 
the (current) quark masses we shall uses m,=S GeV/c’. m,=lSO MeVlc’, and 
md = IO MeV/c’. From Eq. (5) we then obtain the value Fg /Fo =0.99. with a small 
uncertainty coming from the errors in the values of the messes &d. bar comparison. recent 
lattice cllculationst tied Fe, /Ful = I.1 with an error of about 5%. 

Of course., one also expects Fe /Fo to be very close to unity since only flavor SU(2) 
symmeuy is involved. On the other”handf the ratio Fnc /FB, should differ substantially from 
unity. Although 

there is not a good symmeuy relating the B, a?d Bs states ?nd the matrix elements w. therefore. 
expected to be quite differect. Indeed. potental model csom~tcs6 indicate Fp- /FB~ - 2 to 3, es 
one might expect. since B, IS a “heavy-heavy” meson and B,ts a “heavy-light system. 

Obviously, these same arguments can be applied to the D mesons, as well as possible T 
mesons. but this workshop concerns B physics. 
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